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The Holy News first... YOU ARE ABOUT TO BECOME WHOLE 

This was preceded by a really tough past initialization and integration week? 

As already whispered on Saturday in the board kitchen . 

A fantastic Saturday to all of you, just for a short time.... tonight a lot of stars/light codes ......straight 

from the source via Alcyone on to the Sun deep into our Embodied Universe .......integrated ......and 

changing a lot of entanglements in the levels of inner perception .....the memory of the truth of your 

reality is strengthened. With fluoroscopy you will unclutter the structures of thought and perception that 

you have created. Top priority is to let the mind leave out the excessive thinking. To let yourself drift in 

the waves, then you can also dive into some very different connections of the dimensions. Your key to 

remaining objectively authentic and flexible when frustration or fear tries to infiltrate.  change.... and 

remember your embodiment consists of stardust eternally connected with all that is resonance of 

wholeness.... 

The next level on the path to your level of consciousness of reality is now taken. Many things of the old 

collective energy were shifted last week until today. Did you first feel that you are in the eye of the 

hurricane, followed by the emotion of emptiness and suddenly charged with immense energy.  

Addictions, rejection betrayed by the fear of change, self-sabotage, unity - all this expression is a sign 

that the next level has been climbed. 

With the first wave ride in the Age of Aquarius the status quo is revealed to you. You are asked to 

initiate change, to get rid of your last stinking muddy mountains to breathe the fresh wind of change. 

Behavioral patterns and mindsets of the shadow timeline are in survival mode. Still clinging static 

energy has to accept the new neutral course by leaving the old ways, so that heart thinking can be fully 

activated. 

Shadow Time Lines have stored all your creations of thoughts and beliefs, their pattern dress in 

suffering and pain is strictly hooked into your earthly mind - a self-creating and cumulating illusion. 

Find the confidence within yourself and accept yourself as the CREATOR of your SELF. 

When you realize you are a magnet of love, for love. 

When you recognize every true light in this embodiment, has a hard way of mastery to accomplish.   

 

 

 

When you realize ALL ARE LIVING ONE TERRITORY. 

A cascade of light is divided into three major phases. 

1. 

There may be a secession of certain earthlings who have accompanied you for a long time (and now no 

longer fit into your vibrational level), perhaps companions have already left you, changed dimension to 

prepare you for the Great Farewell, You may experience severe FLU (Frequency Light Upgrade) 

physical nausea, migraine headaches that affect your outer lenses, limb/muscle pain when your FLU 

expands, or a massive but slow pulling throughout your body system - THROUGH/SCANNING 

(detecting still hidden miasmas) of the old BODY SYSTEM. You may discover self-imposed mental 

blockages in the deep sea, which prevent your reality from experiencing this great breakthrough.         

YOUR CREATIVE POWER   

  

2. 

Great cosmic truths, the SENSE OF KNOWING... new level of intuition, clairvoyance/transparency of 

past, future and present of all dimensions open their parallel events in the five-dimensional self of your 

Now ( many young souls experience an especially great initiation/transparency- synchronous NOW)  

the understanding of the great interrelationships of the light-network/combinations of the universe, the 

language of creation, you are connected with everything,  

NOW AND FOR ALL ETERNITY. 

 

3. 



The more you absorb the creation star coding the SENSE OF KNOWING within you, inhale it, the 

faster, clearer you can acclimatize in your evolution to Homo Galacticus, your illumination.     

A fusion of your reality, your light body with your physical body is now fully integrated and 

accomplished. Your three-dimensional body and your five-dimensional self, the fractal higher heart with 

your higher fractal consciousness in the fusion process with your higher self, they will now go online in 

the next few days. With this you DEFINITE REALITY NEW and create the FUNDAMENTALS of the 

UNITY of the universe with the new world.   

 

It is not a timeline of logic. It is the SENSE OF KNOWING a PRINCIPLE OF ALL INFORMATION 

FOR LIFE. You must know it is a tremendous effort for your embodiment to encode all these set 

screws.   

Breathe the new crystallized form of eternal light and its amplitudes of subatomic/molecular elementals 

and be the new 

                I AM YOU, WE IN UNITY, PRESENCE OF CREATION 

Physical expression - thymus, heart, digestive system, amygdala, olflacteric system, frontal cortex, 

epiphysis, pituitary gland, diaphragm, tonsils. Tips of the lungs, dizziness, runny nose, jaw problems, 

shortness of breath/oxygen saturation, fever, premature onset of menstruation, watery eyes, flaking skin 

Thank you very much for your dedicated attention - and if you feel the impulse to support this work, to 

support this room, or to help create the warming fire of the board kitchen sofa chat, you will find the 

opportunity in the top left menu bar - as always, for transparency, the updated values of this room are 

published here. 

J.A. 

 

Appreciation 
Donation: IBAN: DE11 7509 0500 0000 1365 96 SWIFT BIC: GENODEF 1S05 

Note: / The author Jada Seidel supports other spiritual projects with donations; 
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MahaJyoti Vision 

 

Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 
www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 
and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 
 

Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 

to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 
with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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